Path integral molecular dynamic simulation of flexible molecular systems in their ground state: Application to the water dimer.
We extend the Langevin equation Path Integral Ground State (LePIGS), a ground state quantum molecular dynamics method, to simulate flexible molecular systems and calculate both energetic and structural properties. We test the approach with the H2O and D2O monomers and dimers. We systematically optimize all simulation parameters and use a unity trial wavefunction. We report ground state energies, dissociation energies, and structural properties using three different water models, two of which are empirically based, q-TIP4P/F and q-SPC/Fw, and one which is ab initio, MB-pol. We demonstrate that our energies calculated from LePIGS can be merged seamlessly with low temperature path integral molecular dynamics calculations and note the similarities between the two methods. We also benchmark our energies against previous diffusion Monte Carlo calculations using the same potentials and compare to experimental results. We further demonstrate that accurate vibrational energies of the H2O and D2O monomer can be calculated from imaginary time correlation functions generated from the LePIGS simulations using solely the unity trial wavefunction.